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Intended for professionals who need English for work, travel,
and socializing, this highly practical course bridges the gap
between general English and the professional world of
working adults. The syllabus is based on the needs of people
in work who use English as an international means of
communication, especially those who find that general
coursebooks are too general, and business English courses
too specialized.
Prepare! is a lively general English course with
comprehensive Cambridge English for Schools exam
preparation integrated throughout. This flexible course brings
together all the tools and technology you expect to get the
results you need. Prepare! is the only schools course jointly
produced with and endorsed by Cambridge English
Language Assessment. Its unique approach is driven by
cutting edge language research from the English Vocabulary
Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Whether teaching
general English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves you
and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real
Cambridge English exams, or real life.
PREPARE 2nd edition Level 6 combines 'teen-appeal' topics
with gradual preparation towards the B2 First for Schools
exam. Students will enjoy interactive, personalised lessons
with themes and resources relevant to their interests. The
new Life Skills approach inspires learners to expand their
horizons and knowledge and includes insights from The
Cambridge Framework for Life Competencies. Teachers can
relax knowing every unit drives students towards exam
success and that the course is creating confident English
users with the enhanced vocabulary and grammar syllabus. A
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Student's Book and Online Workbook is also available,
separately.
With 100% new content, the third edition of Oxford's bestselling secondary course offers the tried and trusted Solutions
methodology alongside fresh and diverse material that will
spark your students' interest and drive them to
succeed.Oxford University Press's best-selling course for
teenagers is now available in a third edition, providing new
and exciting content that is delivered using the successful
methodology of the previous editions.The third edition offers a
brand new comprehensive listening syllabus as well as word
skills lessons, allowing students to master key listening sub
skills, expand their vocabulary, and become confident
communicators.Solutions turns all students into active
learners, by offering a rich variety of learning opportunities for
a whole range of abilities through extension and revision
activities in all components - giving everyone a sense of
achievement whatever their level.
Learning is an exciting experience and every step prepares
us to advance throughout our lives. Why don't we take a big
step together? Life Adventures provides general English and
comprehensive official preparation for Young Learners, A2
Key for Schools and B1 Preliminary for Schools. The Pupil's
Book includes 9 units with Review sections, and presents and
practises new language through stories, songs and language
practice activities, all within the framework of unit tasks called
missions. Exam preparation is fully integrated in every unit
with tasks gently introduced, finishing with a specific Exam
practice lesson. In level 4, the Pupil's Book also provides a
complete Grammar Reference.

The Grammar 1 Workbooks 1-6 contain grammar,
spelling and punctuation topics ideal for children who
have completed their first year of phonics. These
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workbooks provide structured practice and support for
children entering their second year of literacy learning
after mastering basic reading and writing skills. Following
the units covered in The Grammar 1 Handbook,
Grammar 1 Workbooks 1-6 cover an academic year of
fun activities that reflect Year 1/P1 teaching. Containing
handy checklists for what children are learning in school,
these workbooks enable children to be confident writers
through independent practice. Ages 5+. Content
Grammar 1 Workbook 1Reinforcing: 42 letter sounds
and alternative vowel spellings from the phonics
year.Introducing: capital letters, initial consonant blends,
sentence formation, proper nouns, common nouns & key
rules for spelling. Grammar 1 Workbook 2Reinforcing:
capital letters, initial consonant blends, sentence
formation, proper nouns.Introducing: alphabetical order,
plurals, pronouns, short vowels, the use of 'a' and 'an'
before nouns and key rules for spelling. Grammar 1
Workbook 3Reinforcing: alphabetical order, learning of
short vowels, capital letters, proper nouns and initial
consonant blends.Introducing: verbs, conjugation, verb
tenses and key rules for spelling. Grammar 1 Workbook
4Reinforcing: alphabetical order, short vowel sounds,
nouns, adjectives, verbs and plurals.Introducing: final
consonant blends, compound words, and key rules for
spelling. Grammar 1 Workbook 5Reinforcing:
alphabetical order, adjectives, verbs, plurals, compound
words, final consonant blends and the use of 'a' and 'an'
before nouns. Introducing: adverbs, antonyms and key
rules for spelling. Grammar 1 Workbook 6Reinforcing:
verb tenses, alphabetical order, plurals, adverbs,
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antonyms and final consonant blends.Introducing:
speech marks, word webs, questions, and key rules for
spelling.
Turn on the power of we! Collaborate is an innovative
secondary course that will help you and your students
take an important step towards creating a collaborative
and positive environment in the classroom. The
Student's Book provides 9 units with projects and videos
(documentaries, Grammar and Everyday English
voxpops) for every unit; CLIL lessons; fast-finishers
pages; 'Learn to learn' boxes; 'Use it! Voice it!' sections
for personalisation, critical thinking and practice in
context; and 'Explore it!' sections, which encourage
internet research around the unit topic. The Student's
Book also includes an ample reference section with extra
materials, a Pronunciation section and a Vocabulary
bank.
Engaging history of the rich cultural, social and political
life of Spain from prehistoric times to the present.
Este Plan de Atención a la Diversidad (PAD), que forma
parte del Proyecto Educativo de Centro, tiene como
finalidad, recoger aquellos programas y medidas que se
han de poner en práctica en el centro, bien sea éste de
Educación Infantil, de Primaria o de Secundaria, con el
objeto de adecuar la intervención educativa a las
necesidades de todos y cada uno de sus alumnos entre
los que se incluyen aquellos con necesidad específica
de apoyo educativo.
Word count 19,160

Six full practice tests plus easy-to-follow expert
guidance and exam tips designed to guarantee
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exam success. The 'without answers' edition is ideal
for class use, providing an excellent opportunity for
teachers and students to familiarise themselves with
the Preliminary for Schools examination format. The
first two tests include step-by-step advice on how to
tackle each paper. Extra practice activities, informed
by a bank of real Preliminary candidates' exam
papers, focus on areas where students most
typically need help.
Smart Planet is a secondary-level course which
appeals to students' curiosity about the world around
them. Stimulating materials complemented by
fascinating videos from Discovery Education help
bring classes to life and are the ideal starting point
for successful language learning. The Workbook
provides complete practice of all the vocabulary and
grammar from the Student's Book with graded
activities catering for mixed-ability classes. The
Workbook also contains extra listening activities for
self-study practice with online MP3 audio files.
Spanish and Catalan editions of this Workbook are
also available.
Find soul mate…check. Harness the power of the
Wiccan gods…check. Defeat the evil First
Traveler…check. Live a normal life…maybe not.
Dagny and Marc are done with destiny. After
defeating the First Traveler, they want to leave the
Wiccan world behind. But as they settle back into the
routine of high school, it seems destiny has other
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plans. Prophetic dreams, a secret cult and a stranger
calling himself the Guardian force Dagny and Marc
to face the truth. Channeling the powers of the gods
comes with a price and the gods have come to
collect. Now Dagny and Marc must choose between
each other and the path the gods have written, a
path leading to a mysterious gateway that if opened
will shatter the Wiccan world. Their love survived the
threat of an ancient witch, but can it survive the will
of the gods? In this story of love, betrayal and magic,
no one is safe and there is no such thing as destiny.
Cambridge Global English (7-8) is a lower
Secondary course following the Cambridge
Secondary English as a Second Language
Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge
English Language Assessment. The course is also
aligned with the Common European Framework of
Reference. Workbook 7 is organised into eighteen
thematic units of study based on the Cambridge
International English Scheme of Work for Stage 7.
The units are carefully structured to reinforce the
language learning of the Coursebook, at the same
time as extending students' knowledge via a range of
exercise types. CEFR Level towards B1.
Simple, needs-related grammar presented on a needto-know basis, to help learners start communicating
immediately. Vocabulary relevant to practical work
situations. Short, interactive speaking tasks enable
learners to use new language in hands-on contexts
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such as explaining purpose and giving instructions.
Regular reviews and updates Real help in
telephoning, socializing, and reading technical
information. Survival skills such as getting directions,
changing money, and ordering food, plus games and
other fun activities.
The Workbook offers plenty of extra practice, revision, and
reviews. Mirroring the Student's Book content, with the same
clear structure, it provides extra reading and writing practice
opportunities for both weaker and stronger students. The
Writing Bank at the back of the book gives a quick guide to
text types, with model structures and key language as well as
exam strategies, plus a Functions Bank for functional phrases
for speaking and writing. There is plenty of exam practice in
the Get Ready for your Exam sections and these, along with
the Self-Check pages after each unit and the review sections
at the back of the books, allow students and their teachers to
keep track of their progress as they work towards their
exams.The accompanying Audio CD offers students a huge
amount of listening practice. There are audio recordings for
tasks in every lesson (not only for the Vocabulary & Listening
lessons).
Having trouble understanding or conversing with native
English speakers? If so, try this book! With our book English
Conversational Made Natural, you can immerse yourself in
real English conversations that tell an authentic story through
a variety of dialogues.
Read and discover all about amazing minibeasts. How many
legs does a spider have? Why are earthworms important?
Read and discover more about the world! This series of nonfiction readers provides interesting and educational content,
with activities and project work.
A los seres humanos nos encanta enterarnos de detalles
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personales de la vida de los demás, en especial de las
personas famosas. Normalmente se presta poca atención a
los científicos, aunque también tengan chismes dignos de ser
contados. En este caso, escarbar en sus vidas nos sirve no
solamente para conocerlos como personas, sino también
para entender mejor su trabajo. Átomos al desnudo. Una
visión íntima de la estructura de la materia... y de quienes la
develaron es un relato de conquistas y descubrimientos, un
libro de aventuras que se adentra en las fronteras de lo
inédito, que nos lleva a parajes inexplorados y que ilumina
misterios de territorios desconocidos; a la vez, es un libro de
ciencia o, para ser más exactos, de relatos de la ciencia que
nos ofrece un paseo por la historia de los átomos, por los
sucesos que construyeron nuestra imagen actual de los
componentes fundamentales de la materia. Esta segunda
edición está corregida, aumentada y actualizada.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
Super Minds, from a highly experienced author team,
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. This Level 3
Student's Book includes activities to develop language
creatively, cross-curriculum thinking with fascinating 'English
for school' sections and lively stories that explore social
values. The fabulous DVD-ROM features animated stories,
interactive games and activities including videokes, songs
with karaoke versions, and fun activities focusing on each
unit's vocabulary and grammar.
Reading level: 5 [blue].
Activity book for Education for citizenship
Shape the Future is a forward-thinking Bachillerato course.
Solid language practice is provided with particular attention to
vocabulary acquisition, and exam success for the University
Entrance Exam is guaranteed with comprehensive practice
and exam strategies. Collaborative projects and life skills
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lessons focus on areas such as managing feelings, critical
thinking and problem solving, based on the Cambridge
Framework for Life Competencies. The Workbook for Level 1
provides practice of all the unit language and skills, together
with extra sections such as Exam practice (including listening
and speaking); Vocabulary builder and phrasal verbs; and
downloadable audio files and audioscripts at
www.cambridge.es/shapethefuture.
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English course for
teenagers, with a clear structure, supported approach to
speaking, practice, and exam preparation still at its heart.
Solutions has been thoroughly modernized with 80% new
content to draw in students, embed the grammar and
vocabulary presented, and engage them in the tasks. Its
guided approach builds up every student's confidence,
through step-by-step objectives, lots of practice, meaningful
personalization activities, and exam preparation tasks. The
course now embraces a wide range of teaching methods,
furnishing the teacher with a flexible pick-and-choose
package for use in the classroom, at home, and on the move.
The digital elements of the course enliven the material and
allow teachers to vary the pace and focus of their lessons.
Solutions turns all students into active learners, by offering a
rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of
abilities through extension and revision activitiesin all
components - giving everyone a sense of achievement
whatever their level. The Solutions Second Edition DVD-ROM
material and worksheets bring the language to life by taking it
out of the classroom and into authentic settings
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